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1 Introduction

In the framework of the work package 3 of the Destress Eu project, embracing Risk Management Workflows for deep Geothermal Energy, the Deliverable D3.6 entitled “Guidance to insurers”, deals with how insurers could be guided for covering the potential impacts of operational EGS deep geothermal projects during exploitation mainly. This deliverable is closely related to the Destress Milestone MS8 done by ESG (Peterschmitt et Genter, 2019) in which a dedicated questionnaire of about 20 questions was set up for insurers, sent to them and analyzed. This questionnaire was designed for obtaining the feedback from them in order to evaluate their level of perception of potential risks linked to deep geothermal energy. It is mainly based on the operational experience of the two geothermal plants operated by ESG in Northern Alsace (France) at Soultz-sous-Forêts and Rittershoffen. However, we noticed that it was quite challenging to get proper feedback from insurers. Only a few of them answered or contributed to the survey. First, because geothermal energy is not well-known among insurers and second, because of the lack of structural damages related to the operational geothermal EGS plants of Soultz-sous-Forêts and Rittershoffen. In other words, there is no concrete business with insurance related to geothermal exploitation (e.g. in France, deep geothermal energy does not have a specific insurance scheme). Originally, this deliverable aimed to provide guidance to insurers in terms of premiums and optimum arrangements for EGS plants. Based on concrete operational EGS projects, risks of damage should be covered by insurance policies of the project owner but not by individual insurance policies.

As the MS8 report was clearly designed for recovering feedback from insurers, this D3.6 report aims to propose guidance and recommendations to insurers, even no real specific scheme exists in France where two EGS plants are running. Thus, we decided to build a guide for insurers by explaining, from a pedagogic angle, how exploitation and maintenance of a deep geothermal site works and what are the risks linked to those operational phases for the environment and inhabitants living nearby the plants.

The work here presented is mainly focused on deep geothermal energy during the exploitation phase which represents in average at least two decades of continuous operations. Stimulation phases which represent in average only a few days of technical operation are also considered because occurrences of felt induced seismicity already happened (Charlety et al., 2006). Drilling phases and related potential nuisances are not considered in this deliverable D3.6.
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History of a DEEP GEOTHERMAL PROJECT

Deep geothermal energy is a low-carbon emission energy, baseload, with a low surface impact. DEEP? Geothermal projects which are called ‘deep’ often have a depth higher than 1500 m and a production temperature higher than 150°C.

(40M€
In the average price of a deep geothermal doubled project & plant.

PERMITTING & AUTHORIZATIONS
The first license to get is in the exploration one, prior to any field work. Once the site is chosen, both drilling authorization and construction permits have to be submitted to the regulatory authorities.

PLANT CONSTRUCTION
Once the geothermal resource is proven, the plant is constructed according to the end-consumers needs: for the production of heat, power and other industrial use like crops processing or greenhouses.

DRILLING & TESTING
During the drilling phases, workers are mobilized 24/24x7/7 during approximately four months for one well. Two wells are drilled: one for production and another one for re-injection.

OPERATION OF THE PLANT
The operator of the plant is responsible for the production management, but also for environmental aspects. Several parameters are monitored (e.g. well productivity and injectivity, micro-seismicity, ground deformation, gas emission, radioactivity and waste disposal).

DECOMMISSIONING
The decommissioning of the plant is done in an environmentally friendly way and doesn’t leave long term traces on the landscape and ecosystems.

Site choice based on several criteria such as geology, end-consumers...

Note from the authors: this timeline is based on the French administrative system and may differ for other countries. The timeframe went from exploration to the beginning of operation may also differ from a deep geothermal project to another, with an average of 5 years in France. This infographic was realised in the framework of the European Project -GEOSTIMES- (Grant Agreement No619759) using icons from http://Halicentro.com

Figure 1 A generic history of a deep geothermal project in continental Europe
2 What is geothermal energy?

Among the various energies available in the renewable panel, geothermal energy is a low-carbon emission energy, baseload, with a low surface impact. Taking heat from underneath the Earth surface is not a new concept: in the Antiquity, hot springs were already used daily. The energy available underneath our feet come mainly from the natural radioactivity of the Earth: the radioactive decay of the elements creates heat that can be harvest with different methodology, dependent on the geology of the concerned area, but also the depth and capacity of the heat extraction unit at the surface. The term ‘geothermal energy’ refers to various techniques, as it is possible to heat (and cool) an individual house with a heat pump using the available temperature of 15°C at low depth, but also produce electricity or heating for thousands of housings using a temperature of more than 150°C at higher depth. The deeper, the higher the temperature will be and the extractive technique can be different from a project to another. However, the common thread is geothermal water, used as heat vector, from the deep underground to the surface. This is the reason why in the exploration phase of a geothermal project, the objective is to find available, hot water that can be pumped to the surface through deep wells (around 3000m). The main technical phases of a generic geothermal project designed in the French part of the Rhine Graben are presented on Figure 1.

In Europe, high temperatures at depth are well known from various deep drilling data (Figure 2). The red spots on the map correspond to the most promising zones where high temperatures could be reached at drillable depths. Deep geothermal projects or installations which are called ‘deep’ often have a depth higher than 1500 m and a production temperature higher than 150°C. A standard geothermal system is made of two wells: one well for producing hot water and one well for reinjecting
the colder water (Figure 3). Generally, a down-hole pump is used for extracting high flow rates and thus reaching economic threshold.

Once at the surface, the geothermal hot water can be used variously, depending on the temperature range of the produced fluid. The discharged geothermal fluid at high temperature will go through an exchanger with fresh water or an Organic Rankine Cycle fluid that will allow to take out the heat (calories), and the geothermal water will be reinjected in the reservoir underneath at lower temperature (Figure 5). The heat extracted will be used for heating (e.g. for the Paris basin area, where 150,000 housings are heated with geothermal plant), industrial processes (e.g. for the Rittershoffen heat plant, Figure 4) or for the production of electricity using heat transfer fluid (e.g. Soultz-sous-Forêts power plant).

Figure 3 Sketch of a generic deep geothermal project in continental Europe showing a doublet pumping and reinjecting in a naturally permeable faulted reservoir

In some volcanic areas (e.g. in Italy, in the Tuscany region), the temperature of the geothermal water is so high (more than 300°C) that the water is available under the steam state, in that case, the steam pass directly though turbines to produce electricity (Figure 6).
Figure 4 The recent geothermal plant of Rittershoffen producing heat at high temperature (>160°C on surface) in the Upper Rhine Graben, source ES

Figure 5 Geothermal plant technologies used in Europe. ORC plant like in the Upper Rhine Graben
3 The insurance scheme of geothermal projects: state of the art

In France, deep geothermal does not have a specific insurance scheme. As for now, two EGS plants are running in Northern Alsace: Soultz-sous-Forêts, to produce electricity and Rittershoffen to produce heat for industrial uses, while two others are under construction and more under development.

The insurance framework for Soultz and Rittershoffen geothermal plants is organised according to the following structure (Figure 7):

- The plant (considered as a ‘building’) is covered by an insurance contract, that includes many ‘classical’ items such as fire, intrusion... but also the seismological risk: If the geothermal activities induce an earthquake strong enough to provoke damages, the insurance of the plant will take in charge the cost of reparations. Thus, quotes and assessments will be done and discussed between the insurers of the plant owner and the representative of the housing insurance (Figure 7).
- The operator of the plant is covered by an insurance contract with a status of ‘civil liability’, for the technical operations taken on the plant itself. This could cover unexpected operation like productivity decrease due to human error.
- As the environmental issues coverage is very specific from an installation to another in the field of industry, a specific insurance contract on the financial coverage of environmental potential damages is contracted.

In 1972, the OCDE rose the polluter pays principle in which all the cost resulting from preventive measures, pollution reduction or tackle measures have to be supported by the polluter. In France, this principle is described in a dedicated article of the code de l’environnement (Environmental law).
It is important to notice that the risks related to fracking are not included in the contract neither between the operator and the insurance company, nor between the owner of the plant and the insurance company. In France, fracking is forbidden for O&G industries and geothermal developers are authorized to inject with a maximum well-head overpressure of 100 bars.

Therefore, the insurance premium of the housings surrounding a geothermal plant are not impacted by the localisation of the plant, as any potential damages are covered by the (owning or operating) company insurance contract.

Figure 7 Schematic relationship for insurance between geothermal plant owner, plant operator and housing.
4 Potential disturbances and monitoring of geothermal projects

The main potential disturbances that can occur during the operation of geothermal projects are listed: induced seismicity, ground deformation, natural radioactivity, degassing, leaks, emissions, surface disturbances (as vibrations, noise, visual, dust, land occupation), wastes. Among them, the ones that can provoke structural damages are monitored daily. Also, activities are framed by the law (European and national - French) setting thresholds. Such legal framework is controlled by local mining authorities under the umbrella of the Prefecture (Local representative of the French government) which delivers a prefectural decree for operating during the concession, i.e. for 25 years.

All the potential disturbances described below are specific to a geothermal plant under operation. They correspond to:

- explosion when the working fluid is an Organic Rankine Cycle plant (Figure 8),
- gas emission in case of geothermal fluid releases in the atmosphere (Figure 9),
- ground deformation like subsidence in case of reservoir depletion (Figure 10),
- leakage of geothermal fluid in the environment due to a pipe failure (Figure 11),
- vapor emission related to temporary fluid discharge in the atmosphere (Figure 12),
- induced seismicity related to thermo-hydromechanical response of the reservoir during reinjection (Figure 13),
- surface disturbance like noise or vibrations generate by the plant (Figure 14),
- waste like scaling or fluids (Figure 15),
- natural radioactivity related to the composition of the scaling (Figure 16).

![Explosion]

The explosion potential risk is linked to the presence of organic rankine cycle fluids that are used on the ORC plants for the production of electricity. It is not particularly relevant for flash or geothermal heat plants, as for them, the heat transfer is made directly with water.

Nevertheless, the risks inherent to the presence of high pressure fluids are not to be left out. Those risks are not specific to geothermal installations, and are very common in various type of industrial installations.

![How it is monitored?]

The installations have to be checked regularly (annually) by the operator. Storages have very specific constraints, established by the law.

![What does the law say?]

The French law is quite strict on the specificities required for the use and storage of highly explosive fluids. Sites are classified according to the ICPE* criterias, and and relative recommendations are set on concerned site zones.

*Installations classified for the protection of the environment

Figure 8 Potential risk related to ORC plant like explosion
## Gas emission

During the operation of the plant, the natural gas stored in the underground goes up to the surface and have to be taken in account when assessing the environmental impacts of geothermal activity. The amount of released gas in the atmosphere is related to the geology of the geothermal site. The most frequent gas are CO2, CH4, NOx, H2S, N2, Rn. The following ones CO2, CH4 are classified as Green House Gases and can participate to global warming, while the other ones may be toxic to the humans and environment. This is the reason why they have to be monitored.

### How it is monitored?

At Soulz and Rittershoffen plants, the Radon Rn emission is monitored annually. Other gases emission is not monitored as those installations are under pressure.

### What does the law say?

In France, the emissions are regulated by the French environmental code, local health regulations and exploitation authorization.

Figure 9 Potential risk related to a geothermal plant like gas emission

## Ground deformation

Ground deformation due to human activity can be either uplift or subsidence. It is not an new observation for mining activity, but it is not usual for deep geothermal sites. A few incidents (e.g. Landau geothermal site, Germany) were observed, and since then, the monitoring of ground deformation for deep geothermal site is mandatory in France.

### How it is monitored?

GPS are installed on the geothermal platform and a monitoring is made thanks to the use of satellites.

### What does the law say?

One GPS for monitoring the ground deformation in mandatory of each site according to the local French mining authorities.

Figure 10 Potential risk related to a geothermal plant like ground deformation
Leakage

Geothermal water generally contains a high amount of salts (NaCl, KCl). This high concentration can provoke chemical damages, in the case of leakage in the environment.
Geothermal water is also very hot. In case of leakage, the heat can provoke damages, but also mechanical risks linked to overheated water.

The corrosion inhibitors are adapted and specific coats are chosen for the plant tubes, to avoid leakages.

How it is monitored?
Visual controls are regularly made on the installations.
Flow meters and pressure sensors are also installed on the plant for continuous monitoring.

What does the law say?
In France, the environmental code sets strict rules on the quality of the water released in the environment. Brines can not in any case be leaked out in the surroundings of the plant.

Figure 11 Potential risk related to a geothermal plant like leakage

Vapor emission

For ORC plants, vapor emission occurs during transitory phases or short-term tests. It can also happen in the case of involuntary stop of the plant.

For Flash plants, vapor is continuously released in the atmosphere. This can be a potential nuisance if this vapor is rich in heavy metals. In such case, the installation of filters is necessary.

How it is monitored?
For ORC plants, installed equipments are underpressure and minimize the occurrence of vapor emissions.
For Flash plants, a regular chemical analysis of the vapor is necessary.

What does the law say?
In France, there is no known law or rules regulating the emission of vapor. In general, emissions to the environment are regulated by the environment and health codes.

Figure 12 Potential risk related to a geothermal plant like vapor emission
Seismicity

Induced microseismicity can occur in the close area near the injection well of the geothermal plant, due to the injection of the water: for hydraulic reasons, but also because of thermal effect. Indeed, cold water reinjected amid hot rocks can create microseismicity.

How it is monitored?

Four mandatory seismological stations are installed in the surrounding of the geothermal plant. The seismic events are measured in PGV (Peak Ground Velocity) which is also used for structural damages regulation. Thresholds are set, and a traffic light system is settled.

What does the law say?

In France, the local mining authority sets the rules in the operation permits. The operator have to give the monthly monitoring data to the authorities. Some specific constraints are also set for the wellhead reinjection pressure: it can not be higher than 100 bars.

Surface disturbance

Geothermal activity can produce surface disturbance that can have a limited but still noticeable impact on the surroundings.

Among them, noise might be the most important one. All types of plants are concerned.

Vibrations can also be a noticeable disturbance, as for almost every industrial process. This is an well-known issue, and the installations are built to minimize it.

The visual impact question can also be raised, even if it has to be think of since the very beginning of each project.

How it is monitored?

Noise is regularly measured on the geothermal plant to verify if it is not higher than the thresholds set by regulation.

What does the law say?

In France, noise emission thresholds are set depending on the initial measured level of noise: If the plant is located in an urban area, the threshold for noise emission will be higher than for a rural one because of a high initial level of human activity.
Waste disposal

As for every industrial activity, geothermal plants produce wastes. In the operation phase of a geothermal site, this amount is quite low compared to the drilling one: the drilling mud has to be treated.

How it is monitored?

Waste is not particularly monitored. It can happen that in the framework of an operator ISO14001 certification (environmental management), waste is monitored and reduced.

What does the law say?

In France, the industrial activity is responsible for its production and management of waste.

Figure 15 Potential risk related to a geothermal plant like waste disposal

Radioactivity

Deposits and scalings created by the geothermal activity can be radioactive, provoked by an accumulation of natural radioactivity. Thus, this low dose rate of radioactivity is related to deposits, but also equipments used to clean the installation, plant components (e.g. filters).

How it is monitored?

A radioprotection campaign is regularly organized. Specific zones are set on the plant site, and dosimeters are used by employees.

What does the law say?

In France, even if there is no rules specific to the accumulated natural radioactivity, the geothermal sector has to follow the recommendation of the French Nuclear Safety Authority.

Figure 16 Potential risk related to a geothermal plant like natural radioactivity
5 Case studies related to geothermal activities

5.1 For hydraulic stimulation activities

In order to illustrate how some activities generated by geothermal site like hydraulic stimulation could impact their environment, three examples of sites are presented. The first one is quite old and corresponds to hydraulic stimulation done at Soultz in 2003 where an induced seismic event was felt related to a magnitude of 2.9 (Figure 17, Charlety et al., 2006). In that specific case, insurance experts from the site owners and the local population were mobilized but nobody could prove any concrete structural damages on the housing.

The second one is the Basel case study where an induced seismic event of a magnitude 3.4 was felt on 2006 following a hydraulic stimulation in a deep geothermal well (Figure 18, Häring et al., 2008). This event generated structural damages and stopped definitively this project (Trutnevyte et Azevedo, 2018).

The last striking example corresponds to a recent bad story of structural damages that took place in 2017 in South Korea (Ge et al., 2019). Hydraulic stimulations of the Pohang geothermal drilling site provoked a seismic event of magnitude 5.5 (Figure 19). The insurance scheme for this site is not known, but the amount of structural damages is very high and ranges around 75 million US dollar.

Figure 17 The Soultz-sous-Forêts case study
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THE BASEL CASE STUDY

The Basel site drilled one deep well at 5km in a fractured granite which was hydraulically stimulated on 2008. This operation provoked an induced earthquake that was felt by the local population with a magnitude of 3.4. Some damages took place and insurance companies were involved. The site is not used anymore.

Figure 18 The Basel case study

THE POHANG CASE STUDY

The geothermal site of Pohang consists in two 4 km depth wells penetrating a metamorphic faulted basement covered by sedimentary deposits. Those wells have been hydraulically stimulated with wellhead over pressure over 90MPa. About 48 days after the stimulation period, a magnitude 5.5 induced event was felt on 15th of November 2017 and destroyed many buildings in this area. There were about 135 injuries but no fatalities. The project is now stopped and an international committee did an evaluation for assessing if the earthquake was induced, triggered or a natural one.

Figure 19 The Pohang case study
5.2 During geothermal exploitation

In order to illustrate how exploitation of a geothermal plant could impact their environment, three examples of sites are presented below (Figure 21). The Rittershoffen geothermal plant is a real success story because a geothermal plant is operating and producing 24MWth of heat continuously from 2016 with an availability higher than 90% (Baujard et al., 2017). Moreover, no disturbances have been observed with this site (1). For example, at Soultz and at Rittershoffen, no induced seismic event was felt after more than 3 years of exploitation (Cuenot and Genter, 2015, Baujard et al., 2018). Same observations could be done for the geothermal power plant of Insheim in Germany (Kuperkoch et al., 2018). The Landau geothermal plant had a technical problem with the injection well inducing an uplift of the geothermal platform (Figure 21, Heimlich et al., 2015). Thus, some potential damages have been observed.

![Rittershoffen geothermal site](image)

**THE RITTERSHOFFEN CASE STUDY**

The Rittershoffen site consists of two 2.5 km depth wells, one injection and one production well. Those wells penetrate a deep fractured granite reservoir. Only the injection well has been successfully stimulated by thermal, chemical and hydraulic stimulation. There was no earthquake felt during stimulation operations neither during geothermal exploitation which started on 2016. This site is producing 24MWth of geothermal heat for an industrial process in a bio-refinery.

- Insurance and regulatory framework
- French mining code

**NO FELT EVENTS**

- Date: From the beginning of the exploitation (2016), there is no induced seismic event felt
- Damages: No damages
- Injuries: No injuries
- Financial impact: No financial impacts

![Figure 20 The Rittershoffen case study](image)
LANDAU GEOTHERMAL SITE

The Landau site drilled two 3 km depth wells, one injection and one production well. Some hydraulic and chemical stimulations were achieved. During the geothermal exploitation, an induced event was felt on 15th of August in 2009 with a magnitude of 2.7. Moreover, from 2013 to 2014, an incident occurred in the reinjection well and induced a general uplift of several centimetres was observed extending over a square-kilometre area around the geothermal site. It was evidenced based on various physical monitoring techniques (geodetic survey, radar satellite, levelling) and some damages have been reported. The geothermal is now producing electricity.

Figure 21 The Landau case study
Felt events near an on-going geothermal project

Mid-November 2019, two seismic events occurred relatively close to a geothermal project in the surroundings of Strasbourg city, France. The first one, of a magnitude of 3.1, occurred at 14h38 the 12nd of November 2019 at about 5km of the geothermal site. Felt by the local population, the seismic event was immediately flagged by the French National seismological survey (RENASS) as an ‘induced’ event. In the local press, the event was thus considered as induced by the geothermal activity near-by. In a press release, the developer of the geothermal project immediately declared that the activity on site was out of responsibility, as the injections were stopped in the wells since a few days (Figure 23).

On the 14th of November 2019, another earthquake of magnitude 2.6 occurs at 23h40, also felt by the local population. This time, the press spread the question of the responsibility of the geothermal project at a national level. The local mining authorities decided to stop operations on the geothermal site and launched a study to determine if the operator’s responsibility was engaged in those felt events.

For now, the question is still unsolved: were those events natural or man-made? Some damages were linked to the occurrence of the two earthquakes, and the potential responsibility of the operator might be engaged. If so, the insurer of the project might need to take in charge the financial aspects of the reparation costs. As for now the situation is still unclear and under investigation between the regulatory authorities, the developer and the university in charge of the national seismological monitoring. This situation is a good example of how the question of induced seismicity can managed between insurers in case of felt events near a geothermal project, that made minor structural damages.
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Figure 22 Time chart of a recent earthquake felt in Strasbourg
Un léger tremblement de terre a secoué Strasbourg à 14 h 38

Les séismes du 12 novembre 2019
(en magnitude sur l’échelle de Richter)

Les regards se tournent vers la géothermie
Entre le Midi et l’est, le seuil de 50 micromètres, on observe que le Bœuf-Emblémi est un vrai tremblement de terre de magnitude 3,5 ou une onde de choc au sein des forages. Le niveau de vibrations est proche de celui observé lors des tremblements de terre.

Les forques géothermiques expérimentent, menées à 450 mètres de profondeur à Vendenheim et Reichshof, ont en effet été pointées du doigt. L’une d’entre elles, confirmée par les mesures de la FNSA, serait une activité humaine. L’autre, située à Fegersheim, serait un phénomène naturel. Les séismes de Strasbourg ont été observés par la station seismique installée à Vendenheim.

Les séismes se produisent dans les réservoirs géothermiques et ne sont pas les premiers observés dans la région. Ces phénomènes ont été rapportés plusieurs fois dans le passé.

Les séismes de Strasbourg sont une alerte pour les autorités. Des mesures de précaution sont prises, notamment la fermeture de certains sites touristiques et la mobilisation des moyens de secours.

La situation est suivie de près par les scientifiques, qui tentent de comprendre les causes exactes des tremblements de terre et de développer des mesures de prévention.
7 Conclusion

The Deliverable D3.6, *Guidance to insurers*, outlined how the potential nuisances of geothermal exploitation are monitored, based on the French operational plants located in Northern Alsace. For those running geothermal projects, the legal framework imposed by the French mining law as well as the existing insurance scheme already protect inhabitants of any proved damages.

Currently, in France, deep geothermal sites are protected by the insurances of the plant owner and of the plant operator, which take in charge any damages due to unexpected event related to geothermal activity. The individual insurance premiums of inhabitants should not be impacted by the vicinity of a geothermal site and its potential impacts linked to operational activities.

In the framework of the Work Package 3 *Risk management workflow for deep geothermal energy*, the survey for insurers (Peterschmitt et Genter, 2019) did not provide conclusive results. Nevertheless, the outcomes on insurance for EGS projects is that the actual French insurance scheme is fully adapted to the compensation and responsibility shares in case of induced damages. Thus the French insurance scheme could be applied to other EU countries by taking into account their own legal framework for EGS projects.
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